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Abstract— The proposed game will be a computer game
version of the popular Survival games. Players will be able to
play the game in the Single or multiplayer style known as
Survival Maps and Pick the weapons and Shoot the Enemy or
Real Players in closest Combat. The game will allow from
one to ten players to play with Other Player In battle. The
game will deal with in artificial intelligence for bots in
training matches and can be used for multiplayer in future.
The game also in VR (Virtual Reality), if player have VR then
they can enjoy the gaming experience in VR mode. Due to
the nature of the game, the graphics will be in 3D and offer
open world layout and best experience to feel similar to real
World. There is Many modes will be added for best gaming
Experience and motivate player to play the game.
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The proposed game will be a computer game version of the
popular Survival games. Players will be able to play the game
in the Single or multiplayer style known as Survival Maps
and Pick the weapons and Shoot the Enemy or Real Players
in closest Combat. The game will allow from one to ten
players to play with Other Player In battle. The game will deal
with in artificial intelligence for bots in training matches and
can be used for multiplayer in future. We are aiming that the
player should feel more realistic and connect to the game. The
game also in VR (Virtual Reality), if player have VR then
they can enjoy the gaming experience in VR mode. Due to
the nature of the game, the graphics will be in 3D and offer
open world layout and best experience to feel like real World.
There is Many modes will be added for best gaming
Experience and motivate player to play the game.

the NPD Group, the gaming industry performed very
well in 2015 that it has become a benchmark to
measurement the popularity of Game Industry.
5) Developers are putting their faith in Unity 3D, and Unity
3D is the best when it comes to game development. Here
are some answers by experts and experienced
professionals, on the topic of game development With
Unity 3D.
6) Now that everyone is know, that Unity 3D is one of the
top-ranking engines for Game Development, let’s look at
the reasons, Why Unity 3D is popular and what makes it
a go-to choose for game developers. (1.1) Most popular
option among developers. (1.2) Unsurpassed licensing
standings in the game industry. (1.3) Easy to use and it is
compatible with every Gaming platform. (1.4) Unrivaled
community support. (1.5) Low learning curve.
7) Now that you have all the facts, number, and are
confident about taking the next step toward game
development, here’s more positive news to your beliefs.
(2.1) Virtual reality will be on the Top right now. (2.2)
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality will be a major
portion of new investments in gaming. (2.3) when it
comes to consoles, Sony Play Stations will be leading
again. (2.4) Game companies will explore the
possibilities of augmented reality or mix reality. (2.5) the
gap between social media and games will continue to
shorten in few Years. (2.6) Dedicated gaming and game
will spread its dominance over mobile devices. (2.7) the
gaming market in India and Brazil will be game changing
in the coming years in both platform PC/Console and
Mobile. (2.8) the traditional gaming media will leave
way to new and innovative ways of reaching users with
better gaming experience.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

III. STUDY FINDINGS

1) Most of the Player these days are on their Xbox or PS or
PS3, busy battling it out with their Friends. It just not the
players who are playing it anymore but also other people
who are not games, but they are equally enjoying them.
It’s time to take these videos games seriously and look at
it as a better option when it comes to choosing
a career path.
2) Gaming is a part of the creative industry that provides
numerus opportunities to those who are passionate about
coding and animation their own imagination.
3) Game development is the process of creating a video
game, where the Game Developer and his team
undertakes the developmental tasks for creating a game
through a software development process. Games are one
of the best form of creative outlet that allows developers
to develop ideas from scratch and take it to fruition.
4) Gaming industry is not a easy thing as it has raked in 23.5
billion USD in revenue, in 2015. This is 5% more than
the 2014, according to the Entertainment Software
Association. According to Joanne Hageman, president at

1) Recent high-profile into the world of VR technology by
industry giants such as Facebook, with their recent
purchase of VR hardware producer Oculus VR and
Google’s project Glass, point to a shift towards
augmented and virtual reality or Extended reality and
have once again began to capture the public’s
imagination.
2) Presently, Virtual reality as a new media is imposed more
and more requirements. It is gaming that is designed to
move and feel the realm of virtual reality forward. The
number of gamers is expected to increase in future,
including through the spread of virtual reality. Also,
market revenue is predicted to rocket. In addition, mobile
VR gaming segment will significantly high.
3) The game must be controlled with VR Handset, Xbox
Bluetooth Controller, PC Keyboard and Smart Phone
Screen. The game must be played on Mobile and display
resolution will be HD Quality or 1920x1080. The game
must feature music and sound effects, perfect Sync with
gameplay.

I. INTRODUCTION
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4) Game helps user to build strategy. Game should be
having 9 or Higher levels. Game should be having voice
chat and with global chat tab include. Game should be
having Virtual Reality with First Person Shooter. Game
should be in Third Person Shooter. Device should be able
to play Virtual Reality Games and Device must have
Gyroscope.
IV. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
We are aiming to make VR for everyone and anywhere. For
that we make VR Hardware low price and optimize with our
game and graphic of the Open World in Game Environment.
Add the best feature and function that player come and play
our game with VR technology. We add best communication
in global chat, better UI for Games, Best Control for VR
handset.
V. CONCLUSION
Revenge of Worriers is the game that take gaming experience
to next level. With the Virtual Reality Technology, we give
better user experience with Optimize graphics. The Concept
of the game is to protect our self or team and fight with enemy
and survive for the last man alive in the one match. Realistic
Graphics that make user feel that He or She are there in
environment and interact with the 3d object and real time
situation. Players can choose to enter the match solo, or with
a small team of up to ten people. In either case, the last person
or team left alive wins the match with some bonus point. Due
to the nature of the game, the graphics will be in 3D and offer
open world layout and best experience to feel similar to real
World. There is Many modes will be added for best gaming
Experience and motivate player to play the game. In This
Game player versus player (PvP) action game in which up to
one hundred players fight in a battle For Survive, a type of
large-scale last man standing death match where players fight
to remain the last alive. Players can choose to enter the match
solo, or with a small team of up to ten people. In either case,
the last person or team left alive wins the match. Each match
starts with randomly or Choose by the player where they were
go onto a map area approximately 10 × 10 kilometre in size.
The map varies with each round. Starting of the Game the
player has only one weapon in hand when it appears in Battle
Ground. Player can choose what melee Weapon he/she are
use when they are appearing first time in battle filed. After
the Starting match player has to save himself and kill the
enemy to survive for game goes. After some time, the special
location or special item are appearing for players. The items
are very important for player because all item he collect, item
can suggest the way for the last location or some time epic
weapons free for the player. Player can buy weapons
anywhere and anytime in game. The weapon is depending on
game money. More money More High-End weapon are
appearing in buy section of the player.
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